Mnemosyne: Lightweight Persistent Memory
A memory is what is left when something happens and does not completely unhappen.
– Edward de Bono
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Abstract

1. Introduction

New storage-class memory (SCM) technologies, such as phasechange memory, STT-RAM, and memristors, promise user-level
access to non-volatile storage through regular memory instructions.
These memory devices enable fast user-mode access to persistence, allowing regular in-memory data structures to survive system
crashes.
In this paper, we present Mnemosyne, a simple interface for
programming with persistent memory. Mnemosyne addresses two
challenges: how to create and manage such memory, and how to
ensure consistency in the presence of failures. Without additional
mechanisms, a system failure may leave data structures in SCM in
an invalid state, crashing the program the next time it starts.
In Mnemosyne, programmers declare global persistent data
with the keyword “pstatic” or allocate it dynamically. Mnemosyne
provides primitives for directly modifying persistent variables
and supports consistent updates through a lightweight transaction
mechanism. Compared to past work on disk-based persistent memory, Mnemosyne reduces latency to storage by writing data directly
to memory at the granularity of an update rather than writing memory pages back to disk through the file system. In tests emulating
the performance characteristics of forthcoming SCMs, we show
that Mnemosyne can persist data as fast as 3 microseconds. Furthermore, it provides a 35 percent performance increase when applied
in the OpenLDAP directory server. In microbenchmark studies we
find that Mnemosyne can be up to 1400% faster than alternative
persistence strategies, such as Berkeley DB or Boost serialization,
that are designed for disks.

Fast, cheap, and persistent memory has long been a dream for
computer designers. Until recently, non-volatile storage was either slow (e.g., disks) or expensive (e.g., NVRAM). However, several new technologies promise cheap and fast storage that survives
across system boot. For example, phase-change memory (PCM)
provides near-DRAM speeds and is currently available in sizes
up to 64 MB, and memristors may enable multiple terabytes of
non-volatile memory to be placed on-chip [61]. These devices are
termed storage-class memory (SCM) because they provide the interface of memory (load and store instructions) but the persistence
of disks.
Existing operating systems are designed for a strict bifurcation
of devices into memory, volatile, fast devices, and random-access
devices erased on reboot, and storage, persistent, slow block-based
devices. Thus, research on SCM tends to follow the same path.
For example, recent work investigates use of phase-change memory
within file systems [17], or as a low-power volatile DRAM replacement [39, 34]. Neither of these approaches exposes the full power
of SCM to programmers.
We propose that operating systems should expose SCM as a
persistent memory abstraction to provide direct access to the durability of SCM technologies. This abstraction enables programmers
to make in-memory data structures persistent without first converting them to a serialized format. Thus, trees, lists, and hashes can
survive program and system failures. Furthermore, direct access reduces latency to storage because it bypasses many software layers,
including system calls, file systems, and device drivers.
We see persistent memory not as a replacement for files, but
as a fast mechanism to store moderate amounts of data. For example, Firefox 3 had a problem with calling fsync too frequently [19],
bringing the system to a crawl by frequent flushes to disk. Persistent
memory could address this problem by providing low-latency storage of moderate amounts of data. Other possible uses are configuration changes, snapshots of in-progress edits, and logs, such as in
distributed agreement protocols [12]. Applications should still use
files for interchanging data and for compatibility between program
versions when internal data-structure layouts change.
We have three goals for our system to expose persistent memory. First, it must be simple for a programmer to declare data
as persistent, and persistence must fit naturally into existing programming models for volatile data structures. Second, and more
importantly, the system must support consistent modifications of
data structures. The system must enable programmers to move data
structures between consistent states, automatically recovering to
such a state after a failure. Finally, we seek a design that is compatible with existing commodity processors: this enables the adoption of SCM without the processor support required by other pro-
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posals [17, 16], and avoids the chicken-and-egg problem of which
comes first, SCM or processor support.
This paper presents Mnemosyne1 , a lightweight system for exposing persistent memory to user-mode programs. It provides a
low-level programming interface, similar to C, for accessing persistent memory. Mnemosyne provides three key services that simplify
programmer use of persistence. First, Mnemosyne provides persistent memory regions, segments of virtual memory stored in SCM
rather than volatile memory. Regions can be created automatically
to hold variables labeled with the keyword pstatic or allocated dynamically. Mnemosyne virtualizes persistent regions by swapping
SCM pages to a backing file. Second, Mnemosyne provides persistence primitives, low-level operations that support consistently updating data. Finally, Mnemosyne provides a durable memory transaction mechanism that enables consistent in-place updates of arbitrary data structures.
Compared to past work on persistent memory and persistent object stores such as ObjectStore, Thor, Texas, LRVM, and QuickStore [36, 40, 56, 58, 64], Mnemosyne provides a low-level interface allowing both simple consistent updates (Section 3.2) as well
as high-level transactions (Section 3.3). Upon this base, higherlevel services such as garbage collection and safe references, to
ensure that persistent data does not point to volatile data, can be
provided by language frameworks. Furthermore, SCM enables the
implementation to be much simpler as data can be made persistent
without writing it out through the file system, and much lower latency by persisting data directly to memory at the granularity of an
update rather than a page. The concurrently-developed NV-heaps
project [16] also provides user-level transactional updates to persistent data. NV-heaps provide some features not currently found
in Mnemosyne, such as type-safe pointers and garbage collection
via reference counting. However, NV-heaps force the programmer
to use a specific object framework and requires modifications to the
processor.
We implement Mnemosyne as a pair of libraries and a small set
of modifications to the Linux kernel for allocating and virtualizing
SCM pages. We designed Mnemosyne to run on conventional processors, requiring no special support beyond the necessary memory
controller for SCM, and implement it using regular x86 instructions
with a performance emulator for SCM accesses.
In the evaluation, we show that Mnemosyne provides a simple abstraction for programmers to make data structures persistent.
We compare Mnemosyne performance against Berkeley DB running on a RAM disk with the performance of phase-change memory. For small data sizes, Mnemosyne transactions perform 6–14
times better than Berkeley DB. We also convert two applications,
OpenLDAP and Tokyo Cabinet, to use persistent memory and find
the performance of moving existing in-memory data structures to
persistent memory is 35–117 percent faster than Berkeley DB’s optimized storage or flushing the whole structure to a file.
The contributions of our work are:
• A complete layered architecture for managing and exposing
storage-class memory to programs.
• An exploration of mechanisms for consistent updates to inmemory data, and a library of primitives supporting consistent
updates to data storage-class memory.
• A software transactional memory system that provides durability with SCM.
• A novel mechanism for atomic log writes without multiple
barriers.
The rest of this paper begins with a short overview of storageclass memory technologies, followed by a high-level description

Technology
DRAM
NAND Flash
PCM
PCM
STT-RAM

Read
60 ns
25 µ s
115ns

Write
60 ns
200–500 µ s
120 µ s

50 – 85 ns

150 – 1000 ns

6 ns

13 ns

Endurance
> 1016
104 - 105
106
108 –1012
1015

Table 1. Access latency and endurance (in number of overwrites)
of current and future DRAM, PCM, STT-RAM, and Flash memories. Prospective characteristics are based on demonstrated prototypes.
Memristor figures are not available.

of our design in Section 3. Section 4 describes the implementation of Mnemosyne, and Section 5 describes how we implement
transactions in persistent memory. Section 6 demonstrates the performance and programming benefits of Mnemosyne, and we finish
with related work and conclusions.

2. Storage-Class Memory
We use the term storage-class memory to refer to technologies
that allow persistent storage to be attached to the memory bus
and accessed through load and store instructions [25]. We do not
consider flash as storage-class memory because it is only accessible
as a block device through a driver.
Three recent technologies are promising implementations of
SCM: phase-change memory (PCM) [39], spin-torque-transfer
RAM (STT-RAM) [32], and memristors [61]. While the performance and reliability details differ, they all provide bytegranularity access and the ability to store data persistently across
reboots without battery backing.
We assume, like others [17], that SCM is placed directly on
the memory bus side-by-side with DRAM, allowing access through
normal load/store instructions. We believe this is a reasonable design choice given that computer architects have already studied
phase-change memory, a form of SCM, as a DRAM replacement
in general-purpose systems [39, 53, 67].
While SCM is currently only available in small sizes, scaling
projections indicate that within a few years larger sizes (e.g., 1 GB)
will become available. Eventually, it may be economically feasible,
and perhaps cheaper, to outfit a system completely with SCM and
no DRAM [39, 53, 67].
Phase-Change Memory. We prototype Mnemosyne with the
characteristics of PCM because it is closest to commercial deployment: Samsung recently announced that it is shipping 512 Mbit
PCM chips for use in mobile devices [55]. Furthermore, its scaling
properties and low power make it viable as a DRAM replacement.
Table 1 shows the performance and reliability properties of PCM
and flash for comparison. Compared to DRAM, currently available
PCM [49] is approximately 2 times slower for read accesses and
2000 times slower for write accesses. However, access latencies for
PCM, as demonstrated by research prototypes [5, 63], are expected
to match those of DRAM for reads and be 2-17 times slower for
writes. Furthermore, current technologies suffer from wear-out after 108 writes, although many solutions for this problem have been
proposed [34, 39]. These solutions change the mapping of physical
address to locations in SCM to level writes across more locations.
We assume such wear leveling is present and do not address it in
Mnemosyne.
While memory systems for SCM are not yet available, we make
several assumptions about the features they provide. First, we assume they can support an atomic write of at least 64 bits [17]. Second, we assume that it is possible to stall execution until a write

has made it all the way to PCM, similar to the fsync call for file
systems.
Failure Models. While data stored in SCM is persistent, data
stored in a processor cache is not. Thus, after a failure, only data
actually resident in SCM survives. A system using SCM could reduce this restriction with low-level software that flushes data from
the processor cache on application or OS failure. However, without
battery backing, sudden loss of power or hardware faults could still
cause data loss. We therefore assume that on a system failure, inflight memory operations may fail, and that atomic updates either
complete or do not modify memory.

3. Design
The purpose of Mnemosyne is to reduce the cost of making data
persistent. Current program devote large bodies of code to formatting data for persistence, either in a file system or database, managing consistency of persistent data. They also carefully decide
when to make data persistent, as writing data out to disk frequently
leads to poor performance. In contrast, with Mnemosyne, a program should be able to make any data persistent, at any time, with
little extra effort.
Mnemosyne presents an abstraction of persistent memory to
programmers. We have three goals for the system:
1. User-mode access to persistence avoids the latency of entering the kernel and provides flexibility in how persistence is
achieved.
2. Consistent updates modify persistent data without jeopardizing
correctness in the presence of failures.
3. Conventional hardware lowers the barrier to adoption by allowing existing processors to work with new memory technologies.
Mnemosyne is designed as a low-level interface to persistent memory, providing necessary methods for consistency. It leaves the separation of volatile and persistent data and prevention of memory
leaks to higher levels of software.
Mnemosyne achieves the first goal with persistent regions, a
segment of memory that is created and virtualized by the kernel
but may be accessed directly from user mode. Mnemosyne provides a two-layer solution to the second goal. The lower layer
of Mnemosyne provides persistence primitives, which are support
routines for programming with persistent memory. The upper layer
of Mnemosyne provides durable memory transactions supported
by a compiler to enable general-purpose code to create and modify
persistent data structures. To satisfy the third goal, our consistent
update mechanism relies on hardware primitives available in existing architectures. Figure 1 shows how the components are divided
between user and kernel modes. While we designed Mnemosyne
for a system with both DRAM and SCM, it applies equally well to
a system that uses SCM for volatile storage as well.
3.1 Persistent Regions
Mnemosyne exposes storage-class memory directly to application
programmers through the persistent region abstraction: a segment
of data that user-mode code can read or write, and that survives
application or system crashes. Persistent regions are mapped at
fixed virtual addresses to support pointer-based data structures.
This abstraction makes persistence explicit: only a portion of a
process address space persists across restarts. In addition, programs
must take explicit steps to guarantee persistence, such as writing
data with special instructions or within a transaction to ensure data
makes it all the way to SCM. However, data in a persistent region
can be read and cached with regular instructions.
Mnemosyne supports both static and dynamic creation of persistent regions. A programmer can declare a C/C++ variable
pstatic, which tells the linker to place it in a persistent region.

Figure 1. Mnemosyne architecture. User-mode components
layer on top of a kernel region manager.

Similar to static variables, persistent static variables are initialized
once when the program first runs, and then retain their value across
invocations. A programmer can also explicitly create a persistent
region with the pmap function, which provides functionality similar to mmap. While dynamic persistent regions offer programmers
a generic way to store data of any size and structure, Mnemosyne
also provides a persistent heap (Section 3.2.2), which enables dynamically allocated persistent variables.
Mnemosyne virtualizes regions by (i) recording the virtual–
physical mapping of persistent regions in SCM, and (ii) swapping
SCM pages to backing files that it allocates when creating a region.
Thus, multiple applications can time-share or space-share access
to SCM. As we discuss in Section 3.4, virtualization prevents a
memory leak in one program from monopolizing a finite amount of
SCM.
Static persistent regions are most appropriate for programs that
allow only a single instance of the program to run per user, such as
most office productivity applications and some web browsers. For
programs that allow multiple simultaneous instances, Mnemosyne
provides an environment variable to indicate which backing file
contains the data for this instance.
Mnemosyne lets programmers annotate the target of a pointer
type as persistent with the persistent keyword, which functions
similar to the const keyword. The annotation has a shallow effect
on the target: annotating a target as persistent does not indicate that
its members persistent. The annotation also has no control over
whether the data is allocated in volatile or persistent memory. It
only serves as an indication to the compiler of the persistence type
of the target, which can be used to identify potentially dangerous
assignments of volatile address to a persistent pointer, and vice
versa. This ensures that persistent data, which survives restarts,
does not refer to volatile data that is lost. However, this cannot
detect when the only pointer to persistent data is stored in volatile
memory; in this case, the persistent data could be leaked if the
program crashes.
3.2 Consistent Updates
Persistence requires a mechanism for application programmers to
update persistent data in without risking corruption after a failure.
File systems use a variety of techniques to ensure consistency, such
as shadow updates [8, 54, 17], journaling [62], soft updates [42],

and post-reboot checking [43]. We seek to give programmers similar flexibility in implementing consistency.
A consistent update is a transformation that takes data from one
consistent state to another consistent state; an update may contain
any number of store and load instructions. For example, in a hash
table, a consistent update may be the addition of a new value.

3.2.1 Ensuring consistency
The primary mechanism for ensuring consistency is ordering
writes, for example to ensure that new data exists before changing a
pointer to reference the new data. We identify four common mechanisms for consistently updating data in Table 2 in increasing order
of flexibility. The more specific mechanisms can provide higher
performance for certain data structures, while the more general
mechanisms support a wider range of usage patterns. Mnemosyne
supports all four methods.
Single variable update. The simplest update is atomically writing
to a single variable. This is useful for recording when a program
has been initialized or for storing statistics such as counters. These
updates are totally ordered with respect to each other.
Append updates. An append update is used by logs and writes new
data to empty space after the previous update, thus never modifying
existing data. The individual stores comprising an append update
are unordered, but separate appends must complete in order. After
a failure, an incomplete append (there can be only one) is discarded.
Shadow updates. Similar to append updates, a shadow update
writes all data to a new location. Once new data is persistent, the
program atomically modifies the reference to the old data to refer to
the new data. While there are no ordering constraints between the
stores writing the new data, the reference can only be modified after
the new data has completed writing. Shadow updates work best for
tree-like structures where data is reachable through a single pointer,
and must allocate new memory for every update. After a failure, a
program must find and release unreferenced new data.
In-place updates. An in-place update can modify any data structure, such as a doubly linked list or a B-tree. It ensures consistency
with transactions that undo or complete changes after a failure. As
a result, the program must make a copy of either the old data for
rolling back, or the new data for rolling forward. Stores updating a
data structure must be ordered after stores that create the copy. Unlike the preceding consistency mechanisms, in-place updates can
be used to modify any data structure and therefore enable existing
volatile structures to be persistent. However, they perform worse
than other consistency methods because they copy data for recovery.

3.2.2 Persistence Primitives
Mnemosyne provides a set of persistence primitives, which are
low-level operations that enable programmers to implement these
consistency mechanisms. At the lowest level, Mnemosyne provides hardware primitives for writing data persistently and ordering writes (described next), which is useful for single variable updates. The system also provides a persistent heap for allocating
small blocks of memory. Allocated memory and the size of allocations persist across program invocations, so memory can be allocated during one invocation and freed during the next. The persistent heap supports shadow updates by providing space for new
data. Mnemosyne also provides a log facility to support appendonly updates. The log provides a simple double-ended buffer, allowing consistent appends to the tail of the log and truncation at
the head of the log.

3.2.3 Mapping consistency onto hardware
A key challenge in implementing consistent updates is ensuring
that data reaches SCM in the right order. Unlike disks, which are
only accessed through software, SCM is attached to the memory
bus and is subject to caching by the processor. While the cache can
greatly improve read and write performance, it can also reorder updates to SCM: the cache may evict cached data at any time and
in any order. Thus, if a program accesses SCM like normal memory, updates may not be consistent. Prior work on SCM addresses
this problem with hardware support for programs to express ordering constraints [17]. However, the proposed hardware requires extensive modifications to processor caches, including an additional
epoch tag per cache line and the ability to globally flush all caches
lines in an epoch.
Mnemosyne’s consistent updates mechanism exposes explicit
commands to write data persistently and consistently. It relies on
three hardware primitives found in most processors [33]: (i) writethrough stores, which write data directly to memory rather than
to the cache, (ii) fences, which prevent subsequent writes from
completing before preceding writes, and (iii) flushes, which writes
a cache line out to memory. Durable updates to persistent memory
are implemented as write-through stores, ensuring that they will not
be delayed by caching. If a program wishes to separate durability
from writing data, so it may re-read data before it becomes durable,
it can use a regular store and then flush the data later. Mnemosyne
guarantees ordering constraints by issuing a fence between ordered
updates, ensuring that a later update will not become persistent
before an earlier update. In addition, a program wishing to stall
until data is persistent can also use a fence.
3.3 Durable Memory Transactions
Mnemosyne provides durable memory transactions to support inplace updates. Leveraging recent advances in transactional memory, Mnemosyne provides a compiler to convert regular C/C++
code into transactions. A programmer places the atomic keyword
before a block of code that updates a persistent data structure, and
the compiler produces code that passes all memory references to a
transaction system.
The transaction system ensures that all modifications are atomic
and durable, so updates from committed transactions will survive
restarts and uncommitted transactions roll back, and isolated, so
no transaction can see intermediate states of other transactions.
Unlike the checkpoint mechanism used by some previous persistent
memory systems [17, 58], transactions thus allow multiple threads
to concurrently update different data structures.
3.4 Persistent Memory Leaks
Memory leaks of volatile data may cause a program to crash, but
can often be repaired by restarting the program. In contrast, leaks
of persistent memory may use all the SCM in a system and be fatal
to a program. Mnemosyne provides two mechanisms to help prevent leaks. During allocation, Mnemosyne requires that programs
provide a persistent pointer to receive the memory, thereby ensuring that memory is not lost if a crash happens. Second, Mnemosyne
virtualizes persistent memory by swapping it to files. This ensures
that a leak in one program only affects that program and does not reduce the availability of persistent memory to other programs. When
leaks do occur, a program can recover by allocating a new persistent region and then copying live data from the existing regions into
the new region.
In addition, there are a variety of language-level techniques for
preventing leaks, including conservative garbage collection [7], and
smart pointers that perform reference counting as demonstrated by
other persistent stores [40, 58, 64, 16].

Method
Single variable update
Append update
Shadow update
In-place update

Count
0
0
1
N-1

Ordering constraints within update
Description
None
None
Store modifying reference ordered after stores writing data
Stores modifying original data ordered after stores making copy

Data structures
flag, pointer
log, extent
tree, bitmap
any

Table 2. Methods for consistently updating persistent memory and the number of ordering requirements within an update.

4. Implementation
This section describes the implementation of Mnemosyne for
Linux. The system consists of (i) kernel modifications to expose
and virtualize storage-class memory, (ii) libraries to implement
persistent regions, persistence primitives and the transaction system, and (iii) a compiler/linker that supports persistent variables
and transactions. We implement our system for x86-64 Linux version 2.6.33.
The total implementation is comprised of about 450 new lines
of kernel code and 10,050 lines of user-mode library code, not
including comments. The user-mode code is further broken down
into 3,500 lines for implementing persistent regions and persistence
primitives, 3,100 lines for implementing the persistent heap, and
3,450 lines for implementing the transaction system.
4.1 Hardware Platform
Mnemosyne provides four memory primitives for consistently updating persistent data. As described in Section 3.2, we rely on two
fundamental operations, write through and fence, to order updates
and to guarantee that updates have reached memory. In addition,
Mnemosyne provides a store operation, to update persistent memory in the cache, and flush to force cached data out to SCM. These
allow data written to the cache immediately so it can be returned
by later loads, and asynchronously flushed to SCM.
Given the long latency of PCM operations, a goal for the primitives is high throughput by batching multiple operations. We rely
on the x86 write-combining buffers, which are provided for highspeed data streaming [2]. Write combining allows data to be stored
temporarily in a buffer and merged with other data writes to the
cache block before the processor writes them to memory. These
buffers allow the processor to write multiple words in a single bus
transaction to effectively utilize memory bandwidth. The block size
is usually that of the cache line, and is 64 bytes on our platform.
Without using these buffers, writes to the same cache line would
require separate bus transactions and sacrifice performance.
The write-through operation issues streaming writes to the
write-combining buffers with the movntq instruction. Fences use the
mfence instruction, which delays execution until write-combining
buffers have been flushed. Thus, any memory access after the fence
waits until the data has been written stably to SCM. For regular
writes, store() just invokes mov, and flush() issues a clflush
(flush cache line). These operations are all implemented as macros
for performance.
4.2 Persistent Regions
The Mnemosyne persistent region abstraction is provided by a
combination of kernel support, library support, and compiler
support for declaring persistent variables. As shown in Table 3,
Mnemosyne provides both static and dynamic persistent regions.
Static regions contain persistent global variables that are declared
and initialized by a programmer at compilation time. A programmer declares a global variable as persistent by annotating it using the pstatic keyword. This keyword inserts a compile-time
annotation with the attribute ((section("persistent"))).
The static linker coalesces all persistent variables into a single
.persistent ELF section in the executable.

Programmers create dynamic persistent regions at runtime by
calling the pmap function, similar to memory mapping files with
mmap. Mnemosyne automatically maps dynamic regions created by
the program on previous invocations into the address space when it
initializes. To prevent newly created sections from being lost if the
application crashes, the pmap function takes as an in/out parameter
a persistent variable to receive the region’s address. A programmer
deletes a persistent region by calling the punmap function, which
takes the starting address and the length of the region.
Mnemosyne lets programmers annotate pointer targets with the
persistent keyword. This keyword inserts a compile-time annotation with the attribute ((address space(1))). This annotation is interpreted by the Sparse semantic parser [1], which designates such annotated pointer targets in address space 1 and all
other pointer targets in address space 0. Sparse essentially treats
pointers with identical target types but different address spaces as
distinct types, and warns about code that mixes pointers to different
address spaces. This allows Mnemosyne to identify code that accidentally assigns a pointer to persistent data to volatile data instead
(and vice versa).
Persistent regions present two challenges: how to ensure that
mappings are persistent, and how to virtualize a finite amount of
SCM to support use by many applications. For regular volatile
memory, pages are swapped to a shared page file or swap partition
and mappings are deleted when a program terminates. However,
for persistent regions the mappings of virtual addresses to physical
SCM pages must survive system restarts. In addition, data swapped
out of SCM must also survive system restarts.
Our implementation follows a two-layered approach. A kernelmode layer, the region manager, exposes SCM to user-mode code
as a memory-mapped file. A user-mode layer, libmnemosyne, associates each persistent region with a specific file and records the
address of each region.
Region manager. The region manager is an extension of the existing Linux virtual memory system. The region manager creates
a new zone of memory for SCM, and all allocations for persistent
regions come from this zone using the existing Linux page allocator. We add a new flag, MAP PERSIST, to the mmap system call implementation to indicate that a file should be mapped to SCM and
not DRAM. The region manager records the list of virtual pages
currently stored in SCM in the persistent mapping table. This table, stored at the base of physical SCM, stores triples of the form
scm f n , i, po f f , which associate an SCM frame’s number scm f n
with a page offset po f f in the file identified by inode i2 .
The region manager reconstructs persistent regions when the
OS boots. It scans the persistent mapping table and (i) updates the
Linux page descriptor for each mapped SCM page, and (ii) creates
a VFS inode for the backing file of every mapping. The manager
places SCM frames not in the table on a free list. After boot, the
page descriptors and inodes enable the kernel to evict SCM pages to
their proper files. When starting a process with persistent regions,
all accesses to SCM pages already in memory are treated as soft
page faults that update the page table without copying data from
2 Uniquely identifying a file requires two extra pieces of information: device
and inode generation numbers, which we omit for clarity of discussion.

Class
H/W primitives

Persistent regions

Persistent heap
Log

Durable transactions

API
flush(addr)
store(addr, val)
wtstore(addr, val)
fence()
pstatic var
pmap(addr, len, prot, flags)
punmap(addr, len)
type persistent * ptr
pmalloc(sz, ptr)
pfree(ptr)
log create(flags, cbf)
log append(rec)
log flush()
log truncate()
atomic {...}

Description
Writes back and invalidates the cache line that contains the linear address addr.
Writes value val.
Writes value val to SCM.
Prevents subsequent writes from completing before preceding writes.
Allocates the variable var in the static region.
Creates a dynamic region.
Deletes part or all of a dynamic region.
Declares the target of the pointer ptr as persistent.
Sets ptr to point to a newly allocated persistent memory chunk of size sz.
Deallocates the persistent memory chunk pointed by ptr and then nullifies ptr.
Creates a log.
Writes record rec by appending it at the end of the log.
Blocks until all prior writes to the log reach SCM.
Drops any records written to the log.
Atomically updates persistent state.

Section
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.3
4.3
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
5

Table 3. Summary of Mnemosyne’s programming interface, including low-level operations implemented with processor instructions and high-level
APIs for managing persistent regions.

the backing file. During process execution, the region manager may
swap persistent memory pages back to the file system if there is
memory pressure.
libmnemosyne. The libmnemosyne library creates and records
the persistent regions for a process. Mnemosyne allocates all regions in a one terabyte reserved range of virtual address space
(easily changed to any power-of-two sized region). This allows a
quick determination of whether an address refers to persistent data
and prevents persistent regions from conflicting with dynamically
allocated address space. The library reserves 16KB in the static persistent region to store a region table containing the process’s persistent regions. If the region table exceeds 16KB, it can overflow to
a dynamically allocated page.
To create a dynamic region, the pmap function in libmnemosyne
creates an empty backing file and invokes mmap to map the file
into SCM. In the region table, libmnemosyne records the tuple
raddr,len , b, m that associates the region’s starting address addr
and length len, with the backing file b, and metadata m, which includes protection flags. The region table also serves as an intention
log: libmnemosyne writes a flag indicating the successful completion of a pmap operation. When an application starts, libmnemosyne
recreates previously allocated persistent regions and destroys partially created ones.
For the static regions containing variables labeled pstatic,
libmnemosyne creates a new backing file the first time the program executes. It populates the new region with the initial values
found in the executable. If a program wishes to discard existing
contents of a static persistent region and revert to the data in the
executable, a program can delete the backing file and restart. Static
persistent variables serve as pointers into dynamically allocated
persistent regions.
All the region backing files, including the region table’s file, are
stored by default in the program’s current working directory. This
location can be changed via the environment configuration variable MNEMOSYNE REGION PATH, thus allowing multiple concurrent instances of the same program to use separate backing files.
4.3 Memory allocation
Mnemosyne provides a persistent heap [3] in libmnemosyne. Table 3 lists the programming interface to this heap. Similar to pmap,
the pmalloc call takes a persistent pointer as an argument to ensure
that memory is not leaked if the system fails just after an allocation. The pfree call takes a pointer to a persistent pointer as an
argument to ensure that the persistent pointer does not continue to
point to the deallocated chunk of memory if the system fails just
after a deallocation.

We base our implementation on two popular volatile memory
allocators, Hoard [6] and dlmalloc [38], which we modify to allocate from a persistent region. While Hoard was originally designed
for use in multiprocessor environments, we leverage its superblockbased structure to minimize the persistent state required to track allocations. Hoard splits the heap into superblocks, which are fixedsize regions containing an array of fixed-size blocks (different superblocks may have different block sizes). We modify Hoard to
store a persistent bitmap vector per superblock to track allocated
blocks; allocating memory requires only one write to SCM to set a
bit in the superblock’s vector. We separate bitmap vectors from allocated data to reduce the risk of corruption [41]. Hoard’s indexes,
which speed allocation, are in volatile memory and must be regenerated when a program starts. The allocator guarantees atomicity
of its operations by logging the write to the bitmap vector and the
destination/source pointer.
Mnemosyne uses the modified Hoard allocator for requests
smaller than a superblock (8 KB). If the requested block is larger,
Mnemosyne falls back to dlmalloc, which we chose for its scalability to large block sizes. Since we expect dlmalloc to be infrequently
used, we have not modified it except to add logging to ensure allocations are atomic.
4.4 Logging
Mnemosyne relies on a log to make memory allocations and transactions atomic. This log is exposed to programmers by libmnemosyne for implementing append-only data structures. Table 3
lists the log programming interface. A program writes to the log
with log append, which writes data but does not guarantee persistence. The log flush call ensures all prior log writes are persistent.
Finally, logs are truncated with log truncate. A program can synchronously truncate the log by interspersing truncates with appends
in a single thread. Alternatively, the application can asynchronously
truncate the log from another thread, which moves the latency of
truncating off the critical path. In addition, a program may truncate logs at startup. Mnemosyne’s durable transaction mechanism
supports all three uses.
We implemented a high-performance raw word log (RAWL)
and associated manager that logs uninterpreted word-size values.
Such a semantic-free log can be the basis for other semantic-rich
logs, such as journals. The log is implemented as a fixed size singleconsumer/single-producer Lamport circular buffer, which allows
simultaneous appends and truncations without locking [37]. The
log manager implements functions to access the log and recover
log contents after a failure.
The main challenge in implementing a log is maximizing performance while ensuring that appends are atomic. As logs are

Figure 3. Example of a durable memory transaction.
Figure 2. Example of missing write detection in the RAWL. Entries
written on the current pass through the log have a torn bit of ‘1’, while
entries written the previous pass have a ’0’. A missing write is detected
by an incorrect torn bit.

always written sequentially, Mnemosyne uses the x86 streaming
write instruction movntq to write log data. To achieve high performance, these instructions do not guarantee that writes are executed
in program order. If the system crashes, later writes may have completed while earlier ones did not. When restarting, the log manager
must identify whether all the writes that comprise an append operation completed. This problem is similar to the torn-write problem in databases and file systems, where only part of a multi-sector
write completes. The common solution in file systems is to use two
fences: write the data, wait for the data writes to complete with a
fence, then write a commit record, and wait for the commit record
to complete with a fence. A second option is to append a checksum
of the data [51]. However, both these techniques have high overhead. Commit records require two long-latency fences, and checksumming adds substantial overhead to every write.
Mnemosyne instead implements a novel tornbit RAWL that requires only one fence. The tornbit RAWL reserves a single torn
bit in every 64-bit word. This bit has the same value for all writes
in one pass over the log buffer, and reverses sense when the log
is overwritten. Thus, completely written log entries will have the
same torn bit, while incomplete entries will mix values. Figure 2
demonstrates the use of torn bits. When Mnemosyne creates a log,
it initializes the memory to zeroes. The log manager treats the incoming 64-bit words to be written to the log as a stream of bits. It
forms and writes out to the log 64-bit words that are composed of
63 bits taken from the head of the stream and the proper torn bit.
On a log flush the log manager writes out to the log any bits left
in the stream. Upon recovery, Mnemosyne locates the head of the
log and scans forward until it reaches the end of the log, where the
torn bit reverses, or until it finds a log word with an out-of-sequence
torn-bit, indicating a partial write.
4.5 Limitations
Shared Memory. The recovery mechanisms used for logging and
memory allocation execute when a process starts. Furthermore, the
allocator caches index information in volatile memory for performance. Therefore, these mechanisms may be unsafe if a persistent
region is shared between processes. However, sharing is safe if the
processes cooperate to ensure that (i) within each region, only one
process writes to a log or allocates from a heap, and (ii) both processes have started and completed recovery before accessing shared
data. Thus, producer-consumer style communication, where a single process is responsible for creating and later deleting work items,
can be implemented safely.
Wearout. Our prototype implementation does not address wearout
of storage-class memory. However, virtualization enables remapping heavily used virtual pages to spread writes to different phys-

ical PCM frames. Additionally, our system’s structures, such as
mapping tables and RAWL, may be relocated to spread writes
around. For example, RAWL’s tornbits may periodically be shifted
to avoid writing 0’s and 1’s continuously to the same bits. Finally, our system could benefit from work on wear-leveling mechanisms that reduce wearout of PCM when that technology is used
as DRAM replacement in main-memory systems [34, 52].

5. Durable Memory Transactions
Mnemosyne supports in-place updates with durable memory transactions. Updates within a transaction execute to completion, at
which point the changes persist across failures, or the changes are
rolled back upon restart. Figure 3 shows an example use of the
atomic block language construct to form a transaction (Table 3).
Memory transactions are implemented by three components:
a compiler to create transactions from ordinary C or C++ code,
a transaction system to store data necessary for recovery, and a
transaction log. The libmtm library provides the transaction system
on top of the persistence primitives in libmnemosyne.
Compiler. We use Intel’s STM Compiler [48] to automatically generate object code with calls into a transaction system. The compiler emits compiled code that invokes the transaction system when
a transaction begins, commits, and on every memory reference
within the transaction.
Transaction system. Mnemosyne transactions are based on TinySTM [24] a lightweight software transactional memory (STM)
implementation. The Mnemosyne transaction system implements
lazy version management [46] with write-ahead redo logging, and
eager conflict detection [46] with encounter-time locking.
With write-ahead redo logging, new values written during the
transaction and their addresses are added to a log and also buffered
in volatile memory. The transaction system performs a quick range
check against the reserved persistent address range and logs only
writes to persistent memory. At commit, the log is flushed to SCM,
and the new values can optionally be written back. During a transaction, memory at a variable’s address still contains unmodified
values. When called to read data, the transaction system checks
whether the data was modified. If so, it returns the new data from
the buffer and if not returns the value from memory.
We implement write-ahead redo logging because it reduces the
ordering constraints on writes to SCM: the only requirement is that
the log is written completely before any data values are updated.
In contrast, undo logging, where old values are written to a log
and new values are written to memory, would require ordering a
log write before every memory update. However, buffering writes
has a performance cost: transaction commits are slower because
the new values have to be written out to memory, and reads within
transactions have to check if new values exist.
For encounter-time locking, we use a global array of volatile
locks, with each lock covering a portion of the address space.
When accessing a memory location, the transaction first identifies
the lock that covers the memory address, and if it does not own

the lock it tries to acquire it. If successful, the transaction brings
the lock in its lock-set and continues with the access. Otherwise,
the transaction aborts by releasing all locks acquired, discarding
any buffered updates, and writing to the log a mark to indicate the
transaction as aborted. When a program starts, Mnemosyne replays
all completed transactions by writing the data at the logged address.
Transaction log. We implement the redo log in persistent memory using a RAWL. The transaction log can be truncated after data
values are forced to SCM. We implement both synchronous and
asynchronous truncation. Synchronous truncation forces new values to memory during transaction commit. After flushing the log,
the transaction system walks the buffer of modified data and calls
flush on every address written. It then truncates the entire log.
Under heavy load, this prevents the transaction log from growing
too large. Asynchronous truncation retains the log after transaction commit, so the latency of committing is shorter. A separate log
manager thread consumes the log and forces values out to memory before truncating the log. However, if the log manager thread is
unable to execute, program threads may stall until there is free log
space.
For better multiprocessor scalability, Mnemosyne keeps a perthread log. This slightly complicates recovery as Mnemosyne must
ensure that transactions are redone in the order executed by the
program. Mnemosyne relies on TinySTM’s existing global timestamp counter, which is incremented at every transaction completion. Mnemosyne captures a total order over transactions by storing
this global counter along with each transaction in the log. During
recovery, transactions from different threads are replayed in counter
order.
Discussion. The cost of durable transactions is two writes to SCM
for every update: once to store recovery information in the log, and
once to write the data itself. Other consistent-update mechanisms
may perform better. But, they come at the cost of increased complexity, such as recovery code to replay logs for append-only updates, garbage collection for memory lost during shadow updates,
and explicit fences to order updates.

6. Evaluation
The goal of Mnemosyne is to abstract storage-class memory at
low latency for program use. We evaluate three questions about the
system:
1. Does it work? Can existing programs benefit from persistent memory, and does Mnemosyne provide persistence across
crashes?
2. How fast is it? How does Mnemosyne perform, both in latency
and throughput, across a range of workloads, and how beneficial are Mnemosyne’s mechanisms?
3. With which technologies can it work? How does Mnemosyne’s
performance depend on the latency of the underlying SCM
technology?
While programmers may program directly with persistence primitives, they require a sophisticated understanding of recovery protocols similar to databases or file systems [8, 45]. Durable transactions provide a much simpler interface to persistent memory and
require few application changes, so we concentrate our evaluation
on transaction performance.
6.1 Methodology
Because real memory systems based on PCM are not available, we
developed a simple performance emulator based on DRAM to evaluate performance of our system. There are a wide variety of projections for PCM’s performance, and the specific design of the memory system can have a great impact on performance [39]. So, we

limit our emulation to the most important aspect of performance:
slow writes.
To account for PCM’s slower writes relative to DRAM, we
introduce a delay after each write into the hardware access macros.
The emulator adds delays on operations that already go to DRAM
(not the cache), so the delay is only for the additional latency of
PCM. For cacheable writes (store operations) we insert the delay
on the subsequent flush, while for non-cacheable ones we insert
the delay in-place. We also insert the delay after each memory fence
to account waiting for outstanding writes to PCM. For sequential
write-through (wtstore) we model write bandwidth by inserting
a proper delay after the write sequence completes to limit the
effective bandwidth.
In all cases we implement the delay with a loop that reads the
processor’s timestamp counter (TSC) in each iteration. The loop
continues until the requested delay has elapsed. In calibration tests,
we found that inserted delays are at least equal to the target delay,
and that our bandwidth model is accurate to within 4%.
Our emulator does not account for additional latency on loads.
However, the primary benefit of SCM is fast, durable updates,
and our workloads focus on write rather than read performance.
Furthermore, many loads will hit the cache, so only misses will
incur a penalty from PCM. Also, our model does not account for the
effect of cache evictions or read-after-write bank conflicts, where
reads may be queued behind long writes to the same bank, thus
increasing read latency.
To compare Mnemosyne against other uses of PCM, we constructed an emulator, PCM-disk, for a PCM-based block device.
Base on Linux’s RAM disk (brd device driver), PCM disk introduces delays when writing a block. We model block writes using
sequential write-through operations as described above, and mount
an ext2 file system.
We performed our experiments on an Intel Core 2 quad-core
based machine equipped with 4GB of physical DRAM (accessible
via the DDR2-800 interface) running our modified x86-64 Linux
version 2.6.33 kernel at 2.5GHz. All tests add 150 ns of extra latency and are limited to 4GB/s of write bandwidth unless otherwise noted. We estimated write bandwidth based on projections
provided by Numonyx [21]. For all our experiments we report averages of at least five runs.
6.2 Applications use of Persistent Memory
Applications that can immediately benefit from persistent memory
are difficult to find: the long latency of writing to disk has taught
programmers to avoid frequently committing data. We expect that
a common use will be for applications to create a useful in-memory
data structure, such as a tree or hash table, and then make it persistent by allocating it from a persistent heap and wrapping updates in
transactions. For reliability and to support conversion between program versions, the program should periodically export serialized
version of the structure.
We model this use of persistent memory by adapting programs
that already maintain a fast in-memory data structure for frequent
access and a separate version for consistent, durable updates. We
converted two programs that take different approaches to persistence for use with Mnemosyne: OpenLDAP and Tokyo Cabinet.
One program frequently commits data to disk using a storage manager, and the other periodically snapshots a whole data structure to
disk.
OpenLDAP. OpenLDAP is an implementation of the Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). OpenLDAP supports a number
of storage backends; the default is back-bdb, which provides transactional storage using Berkeley DB. An alternative, back-ldbm,
also uses Berkeley DB but without transactions; instead, it periodically asks Berkeley DB to flush dirty data to disk to mini-

Application
OpenLDAP

Tokyo Cabinet

Backend
Workload
back-bdb on PCM-disk
back-ldbm on PCM-disk SLAMD
back-mnemosyne
64B
msync on PCM-disk
1024B
64B
Mnemosyne
1024B

Updates/s
5428
6024
7350
19,382
2,044
42,057
30,361

Table 4. Update throughput for OpenLDAP and Tokyo Cabinet.

mize the window of vulnerability. To improve query performance,
each backend maintains its own cache of data outside Berkeley
DB [14]. We believe that such read-mostly caches can benefit from
lightweight persistent memory: the backing store can be removed,
leaving only a persistent cache.
To test this hypothesis, we modified the back-ldbm backend to
remove Berkeley DB and to make the cache persistent with durable
transactions. The cache is organized using an AVL tree, which
we make persistent by allocating nodes with pmalloc and placing
atomic blocks around updates in four places.
While we do not generally encourage keeping pointers to
volatile memory in a persistent region, we found this useful in
OpenLDAP. The cache entries of the original back-ldbm and our
back-mnemosyne store pointers to a description of each attribute,
which is kept by the front end in volatile memory. Instead of modifying the frontend to keep those descriptions in persistent memory,
we found it more convenient to keep the descriptions in volatile
memory and have the persistent cache entry keep pointers to those
volatile descriptions. Because the volatile descriptions become
stale after a restart, we augmented each cache entry with a version
number that is used to determine whether the persistent pointer is
up-to-date.
We use the SLAMD distributed load generation engine to exercise three versions of the server: (1) back-bdb, the default unmodified transactional backend with the cache and Berkeley DB,
(2) back-ldbm, the unmodified back-ldbm backend with the cache
and Berkeley DB, and (3) back-mnemosyne, our modified backend
based on back-ldbm. We set the cache sizes large enough to avoid
evictions due to capacity. We used a LDIF template to generate a
workload of 100,000 directory entries.
TokyoCabinet. Tokyo Cabinet is a high-performance key-value
store [31]. It stores data in a B+ tree and periodically calls msync
on a memory-mapped file to flush modified pages to disk. These
syncs can reduce performance by 96 percent [47], so they are rarely
invoked. As a result, the application loses unsaved data after a
crash.
We modified Tokyo Cabinet to allocate its B+ tree in a persistent region and perform updates in durable transactions. While we
re-used the existing update code, in several cases we had to duplicate functions to create separate persistent and volatile versions
with different allocators. We completely removed the persistence
code that calls msync. We also removed the locks used for synchronizing concurrent accesses to the tree and relied on transactions for
concurrency control.
Performance. Table 4 lists throughput of the OpenLDAP server
for a workload that adds new records. OpenLDAP is configured to
run with 16 threads (4 threads per core) as advised by its tuning
manual. While the three backends perform similarly, back-ldbm
offers a lower level of reliability than the other two backends.
This close performance arises because PCM is fast enough that
the time to write updates is a small fraction of the total time to
service a request. These results demonstrate that with Mnemosyne
it may not be necessary to create specialized structures optimized

for persistence, such as Berkeley DB’s tables. Instead, standard inmemory data structures (in this case an AVL tree) provide simpler
programming, in addition to durability and consistency, all with
similar or better performance than a highly tuned storage engine.
Table 4 also shows the throughput of 64-byte and 1024-byte
insert/delete queries with Tokyo Cabinet for single-thread configurations. As a comparison, we ran the standard implementation
of Tokyo Cabinet on our PCM-disk emulator and configured it to
save data with msync after every update. Mnemosyne was about
2 – 15 times faster in these tests, while at the same time providing stronger consistency guarantees than the msync version, which
can suffer from torn writes if the system fails while flushing pages.
For multiple-thread runs, we found that the throughput of Tokyo
Cabinet Mnemosyne degrades by 9% because of increased contention on the tree, causing transactions to abort. The throughput
of Tokyo Cabinet on PCM-disk increases by 10%, but is still far
below Mnemosyne.
Reliability. We validate that Mnemosyne works correctly by injecting synthetic failures. We intentionally crashed OpenLDAP in
the middle of a transaction, and verified that after every restart, the
data affected by the transaction were still available. In addition, we
wrote a crash stress program, which uses transactions to perform
random updates to memory using a known seed. We verified that
after a crash, memory contains the correct random values. Finally,
we tested the torn-bit feature of the RAWL by injecting bit flips into
the log before a crash. In all cases, Mnemosyne correctly recovered
after the crash.
6.3 Microbenchmark Performance
Programmers wishing to persist in-memory data structures today
have a wide variety of choices. We evaluate two common approaches: (i) use a storage manager for data storage and caching,
and (ii) serialize the data structure to a file. With a storage manager
such as Berkeley DB [59], a program can commit small changes to
a data structure, such as adding a record to a hash table. We compare the performance of a simple hash table [15]. using Mnemosyne
transactions for persistence against using Berkeley DB’s hash table. We store the database files on our PCM-disk emulator. In both
cases, data is committed to storage on every update.
Figures 4 and 5 compare write latency and update throughput
of Mnemosyne to Berkeley DB for different number of threads and
record sizes. Deletes are introduced at the same rate as writes to
ensure steady progress. Update throughput is aggregate throughput
of writes and deletes. For single threaded runs and transactions that
update records smaller than 2048B, Mnemosyne’s direct access of
memory achieves a write latency that is almost six times better than
Berkeley DB. Mnemosyne’s performance for small transactions is
limited by the cost of (i) transaction instrumentation in the code,
which adds a function call to every load and store, (ii) fences to
force the log to memory and (iii) flushes to force data to memory.
With a microbenchmark, we measured the cost of instrumenting
and logging each word written as 190 ns when the transaction’s
write set size is smaller than 128 cache lines. For larger write sets,
this cost increases linearly with the number of distinct cache lines
written. The cost of committing a transaction, which consists of a
fence and flushing data out to SCM, adds up to 250 ns per distinct
cache line flushed. These costs represent the overhead of supporting
in-place updates. A hash table insert of 64 bytes requires on average
15 updates to 5 distinct cache lines, for a total cost of 4.3 µ s.
With larger data sizes, Berkeley DB’s optimizations for disk-like
performance, such as large sequential writes and infrequent fences
(once per block in PCM-disk), give it better write latency.
With multiple threads, Mnemosyne achieves 10-14x improvement in update throughput compared to Berkeley DB. Mnemosyne
improves throughput almost linearly with the number of threads,
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Table 5. Performance of Mnemosyne updates and Boost serialization of red-black trees. The right-most column shows the number of
Mnemosyne updates that can be performed in the time for a single
Boost serialization of the tree.
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Figure 5. Update throughput for a hashtable with durable transactions compared to Berkeley DB. Numbers above the bars are the absolute updates per second for the Berkeley DB single-threaded version.

without hurting write latency. The slight increase in write latency
is due to contention on the global timestamp counter in the transaction system, which is relatively more expensive for short transactions. In contrast, Berkeley DB does not scale beyond 2 threads.
We found this is due to contention on the centralized log buffer,
which becomes the serialization bottleneck as I/O latency becomes shorter. Also, Berkeley DB’s throughput improvement with
2 threads comes at the cost of increasing write latency, possibly
due to group commit, which is not necessary with Mnemosyne’s
fine-grain memory transactions. Finally, while Berkeley DB’s write
latency is lower than Mnemosyne’s for for values larger than 2048
bytes, the Mnemosyne’s throughput is higher because it is the aggregate of writes and deletes, and delete latency remains almost
constant for Mnemosyne as value size increases.
An alternative approach, often used for less structured data, is
to serialize the data into a buffer and write it to a file. For example, productivity applications including word processors use this
approach for periodic fast saves. We compare the cost of maintaining a red-black tree with 128 byte nodes in persistent memory
against the cost of keeping it in DRAM and periodically serializing it and storing it in a file. Using small data sizes maximizes the
overhead of transactions, because there is not much data to write
out between fences.

Table 5 compares the cost of updating the tree with Mnemosyne
transactions against the cost of periodically serializing it using
Boost [9] and storing it on PCM-disk. Tree updates cost 5-6 µ s with
Mnemosyne, and on average 10 percent of the tree can be updated
for the cost of serializing and storing the tree just once. Thus, even
data structures with high rates of change can more efficiently be
made persistent with transactions than by serializing and storing.
6.3.1 Optimizations
Mnemosyne implements two optimizations to reduce the cost of
transactions: the torn bit in the RAWL, and asynchronous log truncation. Table 6 compares performance of torn bit against an implementation of the RAWL that writes a commit record, with a separate fence. For log records smaller than 2048 bytes, the torn-bit
log performs up to 100 percent better. Above 2048 bytes, the torn
bit log performs worse than a separate commit record. The cost of
the fence is fixed, while the cost of bit manipulation to implement
torn bits scales with the amount of data. Thus, for large records,
the cost of manipulating bits to make space for the torn bit is larger
than the cost of a single extra fence. As Mnemosyne targets smaller
transactions, the torn bit log is a valuable optimization but should
be omitted if large transactions are expected.
Asynchronous log truncation may reduce latency and improve
performance under low load because it moves flushing modified
data off the critical path. Instead, a separate thread processes the
log to flush all modified data to PCM, after which it truncates the
log. Figure 6 compares performance when the hash table thread is
idle 90, 50, and 10 percent of the time. We find that for 50 and
90 percent idle time, the truncation thread can keep up with the
active thread and achieves a reduction of 7-31% in write latency.
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larger data sizes: at 2000 ns, Berkeley DB and Mnemosyne perform
the same for 1024 byte inserts.
Thus, Mnemosyne is most useful when SCM latencies are close
to those of DRAM, because the benefit of modifying small amounts
of data outweighs the latency of access. For larger latencies, SCM
may best be treated as a disk and accessed through the file system. Should someone prefer using Mnemosyne though, then our
optimizations that remove latency off the critical path become even
more evident. For example, under low load (10 percent idle) and
2000 ns latency to SCM, asynchronous truncation would be able
to reduce write latency for 1024 and 2048 bytes by 70% and 60%
respectively, enabling Mnemosyne to still perform better than the
disk-based interface.
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Figure 7. Mnemosyne’s performance relative to Berkeley DB for different memory access latencies.

However, with only 10 percent idle time, the active thread stalls for
extended periods while the truncation thread flushes data, which
can increase latency by up to 42% for 4KB writes. Thus, this
optimization is most helpful for transactions with a moderate duty
cycle.
6.3.2 Reincarnation Cost
There are two reincarnation costs associated with Mnemosyne: (i)
the cost to reconstruct persistent regions when the OS boots, and
(ii) the cost to remap persistent regions to a process’ address space,
scavenge the persistent heap, and replay all completed but not
flushed transactions when a program starts. For (i), we measured
the worst case scenario cost, which is to reconstruct a persistent
region for each SCM frame. This takes approximately 734 ms for
1GB of SCM, indicating that reincarnation contributes less than 1s
overhead to the OS boot process. For (ii), we found the overall cost
in our workloads to be less than 100 ms. Specifically, we measured
the cost to remap the persistent regions to be about 1.1 ms, while
the cost to scavenge the persistent heap region and reconstruct the
heap’s volatile indexes was about 89 ms. This high cost is due to the
incremental allocation of memory needed by the volatile indexes,
which results to a large number of brk system calls. We believe this
cost could be reduced via bulk allocation or lazy construction of
the indexes but have not implemented any of these optimizations.
Finally, we found the cost to replay a completed but not flushed
transaction ranges between 3 to 76 µ s. In the case of synchronous
truncation, the number of completed but not flushed transactions is
bounded by the number of threads, which for 4 threads results in a
worst case cost of about 300 µ s.
6.4 Sensitivity to Memory Performance
Mnemosyne exposes persistent memory directly to programs as
memory. If however, SCM latencies are long, then applications may
perform better treating SCM like disk, with associated optimizations to overlap I/O and computation and to optimize for sequential
access. We evaluate the impact of different memory latencies by
comparing the performance of Mnemosyne transactions on a hash
table to Berkeley DB, which optimizes for disk-like performance.
Figure 7 shows the relative performance of Mnemosyne over
Berkeley DB as a function of data element size for three different
latencies: 150 ns, 1000 ns, and 2000 ns. For small data sizes,
Mnemosyne is always faster because it needs to write much less
data. However, for longer latencies the benefit is much lower: 200
percent better performance for 1000 ns latencies and 100 percent
for 2000 ns latencies. Furthermore, the benefit drops off faster with

7. Related Work
NV-heaps [16] is a concurrently developed, project that also seeks
to provide transaction updates to data in storage-class memory.
However, the focus of the two projects is different: NV-heaps focus on on persisting user-defined objects, so they support transactions via an object-based transactional memory system. In contrast,
Mnemosyne supports transactions via a word-based transactional
memory system, which can be used to transactionally update any
data kept in persistent memory. Nevertheless, NV-heaps provide
some features not currently found in Mnemosyne, such as typesafe pointers and garbage collection via reference counting. Finally, NV-heaps require processor support, while Mnemosyne can
be used with existing commodity processors.
We next discuss past projects on persistent objects/languages,
recoverable memory, transactional memory, and transaction processing.
Persistent memory. Several projects have investigated the use of a
large battery-backed memory for persistent storage [10, 18, 23].
Unlike Mnemosyne, the memory in these systems is accessible
only through a driver to prevent corruption, and hence only available through a DBMS or file system. The eNVy system [65] focuses on the architecture of attaching flash to the memory bus as
persistent memory, and uses a battery-backed SRAM buffer to hide
the block-addressable nature of flash. Mnemosyne instead focuses
on the programming model and can be used with eNVy’s architecture.
Persistent objects/languages. Previous research on persistent
object systems attempted to provide language level persistence
through the integration of database systems and programming
languages [3, 4, 11, 36]. Virtual memory-based persistent object
systems, such as Texas [58], QuickStore [64] are most similar.
However, these systems rely on a C++ object-oriented programming model, which limits the applicability of the system to programs non-OO programs. Furthermore, Texas provides a checkpoint mechanism for consistency, which is insufficient in the presence of multiple threads. Finally, these systems operate on virtual
memory pages, which makes the system heavier weight, as they
must read or write more data at a time and rely on optimizations
such as page-diffing to reduce the amount of data written. However, the higher-level interface to these systems and others, such
as Thor [40], allows them to provide better safety properties, such
as only allowing pointers in persistent data structures to reference
other persistent data (or, in the case of Thor, to make persistent any
volatile structures referenced). Their knowledge of all pointers in
a data structure also enable garbage collection to prevent memory
leaks. These mechanisms could be layered on top of Mnemosyne’s
primitives to provide the same guarantees.
Durable memory transactions. Mnemosyne is similar to lightweight recoverable virtual memory (RVM) [56] and Rio Vista
transactions [41]. Mnemosyne borrows the notion of persistent re-

gions from RVM, but commits data at word granularity rather than
at page granularity. Unlike Rio Vista, Mnemosyne transactions operate completely at user level and do not require a battery back-up
system. Several IBM systems have provided transactions in memory by marking pages accessed by a transaction in a TLB-like structure [13, 60]. Similar to RVM, this provides coarse-grained transactions at the page granularity, and relies on a disk for durability.
Stasis is a user-mode library that generalizes write-aheadlogging (WAL) to provide transactional storage to applications [57].
Unlike Mnemosyne, Stasis does not provide compiler support for
transactions [57], so programmers must explicitly code transactional writes and reads.
Transactional memory. Recent work on transactional memory focuses on the concurrency of transactions, through automatic detection of conflicts, rather than on durability [30, 29]. Mnemosyne relies on software transactional memory techniques to automatically
annotate program code in a compiler, and to implement efficient
commit processing. As a result, our system benefits from recent research in the area [66]. Recent work by FusionIO on atomic updates
to flash storage uses a technique similar to the torn-bit RAWL [50],
but does not need to use sense reversing.
Transactional processing. The use of transactions as the basic unit
of atomicity and durability has been the focus of the database and
systems research community for almost three decades [27, 28, 45].
Similar to many database systems, Mnemosyne relies on writeahead logging for recovery. Mnemosyne differs from disk-based
transactions in that it cannot control when data is evicted from the
cache, and as a result must force log writes early. In addition, the
low cost of SCM access raises the cost of sophisticated logging and
recovery mechanisms [45]. Similar to Mnemosyne, databases must
deal with partial writes, but often solve it with checksums [44].
Main-memory databases [26, 20] store all data in memory rather
than caching data, but still rely on a disk for persistently storing a
log of committed updates.
Storage-class memory for files. Other work focuses on SCM as a
replacement/acceleration for flash or magnetic storage media. One
approach is to store just metadata or frequently accessed data in
SCM [22, 35], treating it as a block device. BPFS instead leverages SCM’s byte addressability to reduce the amount of metadata
written during an update and achieves consistency through shadow
updates [17]. These approaches all improve performance for file
access, but do not provide fine-grained persistence to programs.

8. Conclusions
Programmers trained in the era of disks have learned that frequently
updating persistent state should either be avoided or be handled by
a database engine. Storage class memory presents new opportunities for fast data persistence that obsolete these rules. Mnemosyne
provides lightweight persistent memory, and common in-memory
data structures can be made persistent using durable transactions.
Thus, programmers can create a single data structure, optimized
for memory, rather than designing separate in-memory and updateoptimized persistent representations. Compared to past work on
persistent object systems, Mnemosyne provides greater flexibility,
by not requiring C++ objects, and lower latency by persisting data
directly to memory at the granularity of a a single update rather
than a whole page.
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